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FOREWORD:  WHY I WROTE THIS RE-REVIEW 
 
In January 2020, I received a request from Sjoerd van Faassen for a ‘contribution’ [love that word!] to a Festschrift 
publication to be presented to Professor Herman van Bergeijk on the occasion of his retirement from Delft University of 
Technology in June 2020.  The topic, Sjoerd said, was “Dutch Architecture Between the Wars.” I know nothing new about “Dutch 
Architecture Between the Wars” and everything that I do know should be held in deep suspicion because I learned it from Reyner 
Banham in 1973.  For me to attempt intelligent commentary on the subject would be ludicrous.  But I wanted to honor Herman, a 
friend whom I have had the pleasure and privilege of knowing since 1991.   
Well, I thought, I do know some things about Frank Lloyd Wright that might be relevant because Wright had a 
relationship with Holland between the wars.  Libraries were closed for the pandemic, but at my home in Iowa had on my book 
shelf a poor facsimile of The Wendingen Edition, a monograph on Frank Lloyd Wright published and distributed in Holland in 1925 
at a time when Wright was less than popular, indeed when he was persistently being hounded by the American popular (re: 
tabloid) press.    
Hounded? I am thinking now that had the American popular press then been what the American popular press is now, 
the hounding would have eliminated Frank. There would have been no Taliesin, no Midway Gardens, no Imperial Hotel, no 
Hollyhock house and no La Miniatura.  By 1911, Wright would have been a casualty of what we today call, charmingly, the 
“cancel culture”.  No Fallingwater.  No Usonian houses.  No Taliesin West.  No Johnson Wax buildings.  No Price Tower.  No 
Guggenheim Museum.    No Wright building would have been built.   As good fortune would have it, however, in 1925, there 
appeared The Wendingen Edition, a highly edited monograph on Wright’s architecture.   
Paging through the book on the day in that it arrived at his home in Wisconsin, Wright could only remark, “the 
enlightened minority does seem at this time to be strongest in Holland.”  I guess that was so.   Certainly, it was reason enough for 
me to focus my efforts and write this contribution to Herman’s ending-it-all activities: a re-review of between-the-wars 
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The Wendingen Edition:  What Frank Lloyd Wright Wanted Holland To Know in 1925 
 
 
“I believe that Holland will go far along the line of architecture; it is there that the architects seem to 
have taken root in my work,” Frank Lloyd Wright told his wife-to-be Olgivanna on the day in 1925 that 
the Wendingen Editioni arrived at Taliesin.  And to this he added, “the enlightened minority does seem 
at this time to be strongest in Holland.”ii 
 
The Wendingen Edition did not introduce Frank Lloyd Wright to Europe.  As late as 1925, no book-length 
collection of his work had been published in the USA, but two monographs had been published in 
Germany.  The first—a large, impressive, very exclusive folio of Wright’s work, Ausgeführte Bauten und 
Entwürfe—was published in Berlin by Ernst Wasmuth in 1910.  Known now as the Wasmuth Portfolio, it 
featured 100 plates in unbound sheets showing Wright’s most important works built between 1893 and 
1909.  Wright himself had redrawn plans, sections, perspectives, and details of his work for the book.  In 
re-drawing the work, he edited his architecture for a European audience, eschewing the building’s 
mostly suburban contexts.  The new drawings enhanced the architecture with lush vegetation, 
underscoring what Wright called the ‘natural’, ‘organic’ qualities of the construction.    A few copies of 
the Wasmuth Porfolios were circulated in Europe in 1910, but many were brought by Wright to the USA 
where, before they could be distributed, they were destroyed by water.  The Wasmuth, perhaps 
because it had so lightly touched the earth, thus ascended instantly to the level of legend.  The second 
publication of Wright’s work, the Ausgefuhrte Bauten, came the year after the Wasmuth Portfolio.  It 
was a far less expensive, much smaller book comprised primarily of photographs of only thirty of 
Wright’s works, but these dense, dark photographs failed to convey the organic nature Wright’s work.  
Both books came out before the First World War and before the building of Wright’s home, Taliesin, in 
Wisconsin, in 1912, a house burned to the ground in 1914 in a tragedy that killed Wright’s beloved 
Mamah.  Both came before his subsequent move to Tokyo in 1916 and before his return to the USA and 
to Los Angeles in 1922.     
 
In Paris in 1923, two years before the Wendingen Edition was published, Le Corbusier published Vers 
une architecture, a manifesto calling for a new architecture, a book that would later be recognized as 
“the most influential, widely read and least understood of all the architectural writings of the twentieth 
century.”iii  Also in 1923, in Berlin, on the twelfth of December, at the public convention of the Bund 
Deutscher Architekten,  Ludwig Mies van der Rohe gave a short presentation, "Solved Problems:  A 
Demand on our Building Methods"iv that set forth his dictates for a new architecture.  The talk was 
published immediately in Bauwelt.  Both Le Corbusier and Mies, little-known at the time, would become, 
like Wright, great masters of modern architecture.  Both were under forty and had built only a few small 
buildings.  Wright, on the other hand, was 56-years-old and had built some 200 buildings.v  In 1925, 
when finally the The Wendingen Edition was published, Wright was 58-years-old.  He had surpassed the 
life expectancy of the average American man (57.6 years in 1925) at the time.  It was not unthinkable, 
therefore, that the Wendingen Edition might be the summation of his life’s work—that 1925 might be 
the beginning of the end of his life.    
 
If the Wendingen Edition were to be the final account of Wright’s work, what did the great architect 
want it to say?  With the Wendingen Edition, Frank Lloyd Wright once again could write his own history.vi  
For one imagines that it was Wright who furnished Mr. Wijdeveld, the editor, with the visual material for 
the Wendingen,vii and certainly, it was he who wrote four of the book’s twelve essays.viii   
 
The first third of The Wendingen Edition shows Wright’s Taliesin, as well as his masterpieces from 1902-
1909 that had appeared already in both Wasmuth publications: the Larkin Building; Unity Temple; and 
the Willits, Martin, Coonley, and Robie houses.  Whereas the houses are “Light Wright”—exhibiting 
horizontal stretch and delicate walls that hover—the Larkin Building and Unity Temple are depicted as 
heavy and foreboding.  Their walls are visual barriers to the outside world and they disclose nothing of 
their magnificent interior space.  Photographs of their street facades show them as vertical and inert.ix 
[2 & 3] “The Larking Building is a simple, dignified utterance of a plain, utilitarian type with sheer brick 
walls and simple stone copings,” Wright noted in essay printed beneath the images. “Photographs do 
not adequately present these subjects.  A building has a presence as has a person that defies the 
photographer”.x  
 
         
      2  the Larkin Building                          Unity Temple    3 
 
Wright is right, of course.  His drawings for the 1910 Wasmuth Portfolio had evoked the nature of the 
work, but in The Wendingen Edition the photographs are a hindrance.  Nearly all of the Wendingen 
photographs of all of the buildings illustrated are blotchy, high contrast, muddy images—photographic 
representation that is often awkwardly composed and awkwardly put on the page. Representation that 
fails to render the buildings sympathetically.xi   
 
The final two-thirds of the book presents the Dutch reader with similarly bad photographs of Wright’s 
post-Prairie Style architecture: buildings in rural Wisconsin, in Chicago, Tokyo, and Los Angeles. xii  Larger 
than his earlier works, these buildings assume symmetrical Beaux Arts parti.   Like the Larkin Building 
and Unity Temple, they appear unusually closed, blockish, and massive [4, 5, & 6].  Wright cuts into 
them.  They appear more massive.  He ornaments them.  They seem heavier.   It is here that one recalls 
Wright’s remarks found first at the beginning of the book—“I gloated over the beautiful buildings I could 
build if only it were unnecessary to cut holes in them […]”xiii —and then at the end of the book, “There is 
a strength of Joy in the forms […] —the joy of strength—standing square and sturdy.”xiv  
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Only for a brief few years following the publication of The Wendingen Edition would Wright’s 
architecture remain an architecture of heavy, inert mass.xv   Beginning in 1934 with the Malcolm Willey 
house, and eventually with Fallingwater (1937) and the Usonian Houses (1937 onward), he returned to 
lighter buildings.  Whenever an opaque enclave was called for in these years, as at the Johnson Wax 
Administration Building and the Guggenheim Museum, he streamlined the great masses of the buildings 
and adopted an asymmetrical parti that served to make all appear softer, more energetic, and less 
confrontational.xvi   
 
Though often dismissed as aberrations in his œuvre, Wright’s work from 1915 to 1923—buildings 
portrayed in the Wendingen Edition by poor photographs and inconsistent drawings—were some of his 
finest.  Midway Gardens was demolished with the advent of Prohibition in the USA.  The Imperial Hotel 
was taken down in 1968, a piece of it preserved and moved to the outdoor architecture museum Meiji-
mura remote from Tokyo near Nagoya. Still with us are Hollyhock House and the Barnsdall theaters—
presently offered only as fragments, robbed of their symmetrical partis, their elaborate promenades 
truncated, and their magnificent site scarred by insistent chain-link fencing.  The L.A. complex is slowly 
being restored.      
 
One suspects that Wright knew what he was about when he built these buildings.  He got what he 
wanted.  The sometimes-awkward heaviness, the preponderance of mass, was intentional, albeit a 
deviation from what we now believe was ‘Wright’s trajectory’.  At the end of the Wendingen Edition, in a 
wonderful essay titled “Facts Regarding the Imperial Hotel” found below the rough illustrations of the 
Tokyo building, he tells us of magnificence in the “strength of the primitive”:  
 
“Yet with all its grace and modernity, the Imperial has the strength of the primitive—it harks 
back to origins. The quality of the Imperial as the Japanese say, is ‘shibui’—meaning, a thing at 
first disliked, coming back again—interested, back again—beginning to see, and ten times 
revisited—loved […] a quality in a thing that asserts itself as beauty only when one has grown to 
it. […]  A mysterious, quiet— […] fruit of an experience ages older than any culture the Occident 
yet knows.xvii   
 
“A thing at first disliked, coming back again” is an accurate description of the Imperial Hotel that might 
also apply to Midway Gardens, to the Barnsdall Theater, to Wright’s A.D. German warehouse, to his 
“State Bank” project for Spring Green Wisconsin, and to the Bogk House in Milwaukee.  Indeed, the 
description might be applied to The Wendingen Edition, itself, an essential monograph but a book 
unevenly weighted toward Wright’s heavier works, buildings that in their heaviness and Beaux Arts 
partis seem almost un-Wrightian.    
 
The Wendingen Edition illustrations are not good. The drawings it features are often working drawings 
or presentation drawings taken from the earlier publications of Wasmuth in Berlin.  The photographs 
are dense and difficult to read, views from awkward angles, illustrating as heavy Wright’s lighter works.  
The proportions of the book, too, are awkward: almost a square though the illustrations inside are never 
square.   Despite all of this—or, perhaps, because of it— Wright admired the book greatly.  It spoke to 
his condition in 1925, a time when he needed appreciation and encouragement.   According to 
Olgivanna Wright, “…Mr. Wright kept this Wendingen edition close by his side […] He admired its 
proportions and layout, and enjoyed turning the pages over, studying his buildings, reading the text; and 
he took great pleasure in the reproduction of his drawings and the splendid photographs.  He would put 
it away for a time and a few days later pick it up again, always enjoying its beauty and often saying: 
“What a wonderful work this is.”  And to this she added, “To him this was the book on architecture that 
would be good a hundred years from now; he believed it would have as much impact on the future as it 
has already had on the past.”xviii    
 
Certainly, the Wendingen Edition had some influence on Dutch architecture between the wars,xix though 
probably it hadn’t as much influence as Americans like to believe.  By the time of its publication, 
Wright’s work was well-known through the Wasmuth publications in Holland and Germany, even to the 
point of imitation.  So, in his highly insightful contribution to the Wendingen Edition, “The Influence of 
Frank Lloyd Wright on the Architecture of Europe”,xx J.J.P. Oud could describe Wright as “one of the very 
greatest of this time,” yet simultaneously caution the reader against conflating Wright’s influence with 
that of  the Dutch DeStijl architects.  Indeed, Oud noted that he himself revered Wright “because the 
process by which his work came into being, remains for me a mystery […] So firm of structure for all 
their movability were the piled up masses growing as it were out of the soil.” (86)  Still, Oud had to 
conclude that because “nobody doubted the inevitable necessity of this form language” ultimately, 
“Wright’s influence on European architecture must be considered a less happy one.”  Wright’s 
architecture, Oud claimed, encouraged “a cult of forms instead of an orientation toward an inner 
nature.”  
 
And to this assessment—which I can only imagine to be an accurate, telling evaluation and an insightful 
commentary on Dutch architecture between the wars—I would add Marshall McLuhan’s obvious yet 








i Wendingen, The Life Work of the American Architect Frank Lloyd Wright, Series 7, issue 3-9 (Oct. 1925-April 1926) 
was published by C.A. Mess in Santpoort, Holland [http://www.steinerag.com/FLW/index.htm].  A facsimile copy of 
the book was published by Horizon Press in 1965 (see footnote ii).  A far less expensive edition of the facsimile, The 
Work of Frank Lloyd Wright: The Wendingen Edition, was published by Bramhall House books in New York City later 
in 1965, the “economies in machine production”, as the dust cover notes, finally bringing “this great work within the 
reach of many who have for years doubtless awaited its availability”.  It is of this version—cheap, glossy paper, 
rather poorly printed on both sides, and with dense black and white photographs and “slightly smaller margins”—
that I write. 
 
ii Olgivanna Wright, “An Introduction by Mrs. Frank Lloyd Wright” to the facsimile copy of The Wendingen Edition 
(NY: Horizon Press, 1965), unpaged (first page of this 3-page introduction).  
 
iiiReyner Banham, Theory and Design in the First Machine Age (New York: Praeger, 1960), 220. 
 
ivThe talk—“Gelöste Probleme: Eine Anforderung an unser Bauweise” in German—was delivered in the large lecture 
hall of the Museum for Applied Arts, Berlin, Prinz Albrechtstrasse 8.  It was published in Bauwelt 14 no. 52 (1923), 
719 and re-published in English as "Solved Problems:  A Demand on our Building Methods," trans. Rolf Achilles, in 
Mies van der Rohe:  Architect as Educator (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1986), 165-166. 
    
v At the time, it was commonly believed that Wright was born in 1869, and 1869 is the date of Wright’s birth given 
by H. Th. Wijdeveld on the opening page of The Wendingen Edition.   In fact, Wright was born in 1867.  
 
vi Like Le Corbusier, Wright excelled at ‘image management’.  Many have commented on the inaccuracies in his 1932 
An Autobiography, but few have noticed that Wright wrote his own architectural history by selecting and often re-
drawing the works that would appear in major monographs: the Wasmuth, the Wendingen, special editions of 
Architectural Forum dedicated entirely to his work, Henry Russell Hitchcock’s In the Nature of Materials: The 
Buildings of Frank Lloyd Wright, 1887-1941 (1942).  In addition, Wright controlled the content of many of the 
                                                          
                                                                                                                                                                                           
exhibitions of his architecture throughout the world and to a large extent of the many popular press articles about 
him in the American journals Life, Ladies Home Journal, and House Beautiful.  See my “Waiting for the Site to Show 
Up-2.  Henry Luce Makes Frank Lloyd Wright America’s Greatest Architect” in Histories of Post War Architecture 0 
(2017) 1, 1-12, https: //hpa.unibo.it/article/view/6721/6535.  
 
vii For the origins and printing history of the Wendingen Edition, see Martian Le Coultre, Wendingen 1918-1932 in A 
Journal of the Arts (Princeton, 2002).  
  
viii Illustrations dominate The Wendingen Edition, but where they are not, there are essays on Wright and by Wright 
and several are exceptional:    
 H. Th. Wijdeveld, “Some Flowers for Architect Frank Lloyd Wright” 
 Frank Lloyd Wright, “In the Cause of Architecture, March 1908”  
 Frank Lloyd Wright, “In the Cause of Architecture, May 1914” 
 Lewis Mumford, “The Social Background of Frank Lloyd Wright” 
 H. P. Berlage, “Frank Lloyd Wright” 
 J.J.P. Oud, “The Influence of Frank Lloyd Wright on the Architecture of Europe” 
 Rob. Mallet Stevens, “Frank Lloyd Wright et l’Architecture nouvelle” (in French) 
 Erich Mendelsohn, “Frank Lloyd Wright” (in German) 
 Louis Sullivan, “Concerning the Imperial Hotel Tokio” 
 Louis Sullivan, “Reflections on the Tokio Disaster” 
 Frank Lloyd Wright, “Facts Regarding the Imperial Hotel” 
 Frank Lloyd Wright, “To My European Co-Workers” 
 
ix See particularly the photograph of the Larkin Building on p6, and of Unity Temple on p9. 
 
x  Frank Lloyd Wright, “In the Cause of Architecture”, 14.   This essay, a cornerstone of Wright’s early theory, was 
originally published in the USA in March, 1908. 
 
xi Here I write, of course, of the facsimile edition.  It should be noted that although the photography of Wright’s 
work before 1925 was not good, excellent architectural photography was possible at the time as is evident in the 
contemporaneous French series L’Architecture Vivante (Editions Albert Morancé) and in the work of French 
photographers Marius Gravot and G. Thiriet, best known today for their photographs of Le Corbusier’s architecture 
in the 1920s.  
 
xii A.D. German Warehouse (pp100-103); Midway Gardens (pp63-77); the Imperial Hotel (pp105-130); Skyscraper 
(pp80-81); and the Barnsdall Theater (pp158-161) are the obvious large scale, symmetrical works.  One could add to 
these the asymmetrical Coonley Playhouse, Illinois (p30); State Bank, Spring Green (p83); and the Millard house, 
Pasadena (p95).  Unlike the other buildings, with the playhouse, the apparent inertness of the building is the 
product of its heavy photographic image.  Many of these photographs also appear in Wasmuth’s 1911 Ausgeführte 
Bauten and perhaps it was Wijdeveld, not Wright, who chose the heavier images from that publication.   
. 
xiii Frank Lloyd Wright, “In the Cause of Architecture”, 14. 
 
xiv Frank Lloyd Wright, “Facts Regarding the Imperial Hotel”, 139.   
 
                                                                                                                                                                                           
xv The Richard Lloyd Jones house in Tulsa (1929-1931) is asymmetrical, wanna-be-massive architecture.  Of stacked 
concrete block with a flat roof and vertical-slot windows on the exterior (thus, wanna-be-massive), it sports two, all-
glass nosepieces (they were aviaries initially and later became greenhouses).  These glass fronts lighten the 
appearance of the house, advance an Art Deco stylization.  Wright’s St. Marks in the Bowery towers, designed in the 
1920s for NYC but ultimately built in 1953 as Price Tower in Oklahoma, were cloaked in vertical louvers of copper.  
These extended the full height of the building, thus presenting it as striated mass while bringing light and view to the 
occupants inside.    
 
xvi There are exceptional post-1940 Wright buildings—for instance, his 1949 V.C. Morris Gift Shop in San Francisco— 
that present a massive outside-armor front to a soft, delicate, welcoming, and warm interior.  
  
xvii Frank Lloyd Wright, “Facts Regarding the Imperial Hotel”, 138-139. 
 
xviii Olgivanna Wright, “An Introduction by Mrs. Frank Lloyd Wright”, unpaged.  Citation footnote ii. 
 
xix See Herman van Bergeijk, ed., Amerikaanse dormer, Frank Lloyd Wright en Nederland (Rotterdam 2008). 
 
xx J.J.P. Oud, “The Influence of Frank Lloyd Wright on the Architecture of Europe”, The Wendingen Edition, 85-89. 
 
xxi Marshall McLuhan, The Medium is the Message (London 1964). 
